Abstract. The change detection problem is aimed at identifying common and different strings and usually has non-unique solutions. The identification of the best alignment is canonically based on finding a longest common subsequence (LCS) and is widely used for various purposes. However, many recent version control systems prefer alternative heuristic algorithms which not only are faster but also usually produce better alignment than finding an LCS.
Introduction
It is generally taken that the problem of aligning two abstract sequences was properly solved in the mid-1970s. The basic alignment objective function is the length of the LCS (Longest common subsequence). The most common optimized algorithm for diff utility calculating the changes between two files was described in [1] . There are many other publications about calculating the LCS length and various similarity measures, such as Levenshtein distance, which are closely related to LCS, as explained e.g. in [2] . The well-known problem with the LCS-optimal alignment is that it is often unsatisfactory in practical applications.
The search for the most appropriate objective function was limited to variations of the Levenshtein's distance with varying weight coefficients and variously selected gap functions [3, 4] .
For the alignment of different source code versions, alternative heuristic algorithms are often used rather than the search for an optimal solution. Somehow these algorithms manage to produce better results than the optimal solution [5, 7] .
We would like to understand how and why the optimal solution appears not to be the best. The main ideas have been outlined in Russian [8] .
Subsequence fragmentation and match scarcity
Figures 1 and 2 display typical cases of alignment that is unsuccessful in different ways. The right objective function should be sensitive to fragmentation, which means at least it should be able to handle properly the situation in Figure 1 . At the same time, it should be sensitive to the power of alignment, which means at least handle correctly the case in Figure 2 .
Explanation of figures
For clarity, the sequences to be aligned are represented as text strings. The worse alignment is shown by red arrows. The better alignment is shown by green arrows.
Underneath each picture, the same alignment is visually presented as a result of editing. Deletions are marked with a red strikethrough, insertions are underlined.
The flaws of existing diff utilities
Various version control systems [5] use the classic diff utility or its alternatives to align sequences of lines in different versions of the source code.
The LCS-based algorithms focus on avoiding scarcity of matches and therefore ignore fragmentation, see Figure 1 . They often align only the lines which are most frequently used in source code: blank lines and separate lines containing a single brace. When the text is regarded as a sequence of words rather than a sequence of lines, the LCS algorithm tends to align most frequently occurring words.
The alternative heuristic algorithms explore the following approaches for diff-based software:
(1) selecting the longest common subsequence of unique elements based on patience sorting [6] (e.g. Bazaar system), (2) selecting the longest common substring (e.g. Mercurial, difflib) [7] . Figure 2 shows that in certain cases both approaches inevitably lead to scarce alignments. Therefore, none of known approaches work properly in both cases in the pictures.
Non-conflicting substrings count
A proper objective function should be sensible, in a natural and obvious way, to both fragmentation and power of alignment. It has to select the best alignment in both situations shown in figures 1 and 2.
The idea of LCS apparently originates from version control system design. The idea addresses the following problem of change merging: if Bill edits the source and saves it as and Cathy independently edits her copy of A and saves the result as C, then how to detect from ( , ) and separately from ( , ) the minimal changes which should be merged automatically if no conflict arises. The commonly adopted idea assumes that minimal changes are the changes of minimal summary length. In practice this usually means choosing a wrong way to minimize the probability of merge conflict. If only a single element was changed in ( , ) then LCS is obviously the proper solution. But since any substring potentially can be detected in ( , ) as having being changed, it would make more sense to minimize the overall number of potentially conflicting substrings in .
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Alternatively, we have to maximize the Number of all Common (or in other words unchanged, or non-conflicting, or aligned ) Substrings (NCS) in . It is an equivalent dual formulation because the total number of all substrings in is a constant.
It is easy to count NCS: string of length contains exactly 
The algorithms and complexity issues
We use the following notation: -the length of the sequence = { 1 , . . . , }, -the length of the sequence = { 1 , . . . , }, Then we have a recursion for ( , ):
We can write now a straightforward serial algorithm to find the best score for NCS: The alignment itself can be calculated stepwise. Starting from ( , ) each step returns the previous aligned positions:
Unfortunately, such a straightforward technique produces an algorithm of time and space complexity ( 2 ). It is worse then ( ) of the LCS dynamic programming. Optimization is required for better performance.
New questions to be considered
The NCS approach suggested in the paper appears to be a more reasonable basis for the diff-utility than currently used algorithms. Among the questions it raises are:
(1) So far, the approach has been theoretically grounded for the only area of application -selecting source code changes for merging. May NCS be a better choice for other application tasks? (2) There are many highly optimised algorithms for LCS computation [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] . Can fast algorithms for NCS be developed to make it practically acceptable? (3) Unlike LCS, NCS might become helpful in the detecting of block permutations and other non-monotonic sequence changes. How to formulate the appropriate model for such tasks? Can some effective algorithm be found to solve the corresponding optimization problem?
